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Abstract

The Open Path theory, supported by experimental data, is presented. The main hypothesis proposes that Prime Numbers's positions are determined by previous Prime 
Numbers as well as their spacing, in a complex, but deterministic way. The concepts of Open Path, Perfect Space, and Primorial Perfect Space are introduced. The Open 
Path theory can predict prime gaps of any minimum predetermined size. Two rudimentary algorithms based on this theory are presented. The fi rst algorithm returns a 
sample (a few hundredth of numbers) containing 25 % of Prime Numbers at distances above 1011. The mirrored sample gives a similar percentage of Prime Numbers. 
The algorithm execution time is of a few milliseconds. The second algorithm presented determines if a number belonging to a Perfect Space is a composite number or a 
Prime Number. 
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Introduction

The distribution of prime numbers within the realm of 
natural numbers has historically been perceived as highly 
enigmatic and seemingly devoid of any discernible order [1] or 
predictability [2]. These early viewpoints characterized prime 
numbers as if they were scattered at random throughout the 
number line [3], defying any attempts to pinpoint a systematic 
pattern.

However, more recent research has provided a nuanced 
perspective on the distribution of prime numbers. Notably, 
the work of mathematicians like Tao (referenced as [4]) has 
unveiled the presence of numerous hidden patterns within the 
prime number distribution. Contrary to the earlier belief that 
primes were purely random, these studies have demonstrated 
that the distribution of prime numbers is not chaotic but rather 

can be described by mathematical equations, as illustrated by 
Ferreira's research [5,6].

In essence, the evolving understanding of prime number 
distribution suggests that while it may appear disorderly 
at fi rst glance, it is not truly random. Instead, it adheres to 
underlying mathematical principles and can be expressed and 
characterized by equations, shedding light on the fascinating 
structure that lies beneath this seemingly chaotic mathematical 
landscape.

The present work continues the former research path, 
sketching up a theory about the pattern and structure in the 
Prime Number distribution based on OP. An OP conceptualizes 
the path that follows the distribution of Prime Numbers, 
defi ning a series or path where the probability of fi nding a 
Prime Number is very high. By opposition, a CP refers to a 
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series or path where the possibility of fi nding a Prime Number 
is null. The theory is presented in the form of a thought 
exercise, including the effect of spacing, or Prime Number gap, 
in the pattern of Prime Numbers. The PS and PPS concepts are 
also introduced. A PS (or a PPS) determines the pattern in the 
distribution of Prime Numbers. The pattern defi ned is found 
in the consecutive replicas of the PS. Section 2 is dedicated to 
presenting the OP Theory and explaining the main concepts 
related to it. At the end of the Section, there has been made 
some predictions regarding the gaps between Prime Numbers. 
Section 3 presents an experimental analysis of the distribution 
of Prime Numbers to show evidence of the underlying and 
complex pattern present in the Prime Number distribution. A 
simple algorithm based on this theory is proposed. Another very 
simple algorithm based on OP is also presented to determine 
if a number in a PS is a composite of two numbers. If it is 
composite, the algorithm returns the two divisor numbers. The 
results are discussed in Section 4, and fi nally, some conclusions 
are presented in Section 5. 

The open path theory 

One

In the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth1, and the 
One appeared. One. To generate the complete space of positive 
natural numbers, One replicates himself2, with a spacing of 
One. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, .....) From now on, the series will be annotated 
in two different ways, both of them equivalent. The fi rst one is 
annotated in the form of a series. Equation 1 represents the 
fi rst OP for Prime Numbers, as following this path it is possible 
to fi nd Prime Numbers3. 

1 1 =1,2,3,4,...n                  (1)

And the second one is annotated in the form of spacing, 
where the spacing (the superscript) between the different 
elements inside a PPS is described (Equation 2). The subscript 
shows the Prime Number to which applies the series. This 
notation will help to see graphically the patterns inside the PPS. 
The pattern described by the sequence of spacing replicates 
infi nitely, being equivalent to the series notation. 

1 { 1}=1,2,3,4,...One                  (2)

The pattern defi ned by One can be seen in the fi rst numbers 
up to 22. The only component of One-PPS is One. One-PPS 
defi nes a unique OP, the one defi ned by Equations 1 and 2. 
There is no CP. 

P erfect space and primorial perfect space: A PS 
determines the pattern in a region of positive natural numbers 
differentiating between composites of the Prime Numbers that 
defi ne the PS (not members of the PS) and those composites 
of other Prime Numbers or Prime Numbers (members of the 
PS). The members of the PS defi ne the phase or start of the 
OP. The length of the PS and the multiplicative factor of the OP 
are determined by the multiplication of all the Prime Numbers 
defi ning the PS. The fi rst element of a PS is always One. The PS 
has a symmetrical structure4 and the pattern defi ned presents 
infi nite consecutive replicas of the PS. If the Prime Numbers 

are consecutive and start in One, then, the PS is called PPS. 
The length of the PPS and the multiplicative factor of the OP 
defi ned by it are the primorials. 

Two

With the space of positive natural numbers already 
generated, it is possible to fi nd the number closer to One, and 
separated from him exactly one space, the number two. The 
2-PPS is formed by the union of two One-PPS:

1 { 1 1}One                    (3)

Then, two are removed, completing the process and 
creating a new PPS: 

12{ 2}=1,3,5,7,...                  (4)

The same process is done with the aid of series, defi ning 
the transformation that will be repeatably used from now on. 
The even series is defi ned by Equation 5: 

2 2n                    (5)

This series is subtracted from the series of One, Equation 1. 
The last series is segmented into two different series, one with 
the even numbers and another one with the odd numbers: 

2 1
1 1 =

2 2
n

n
n

    
 

                (6)

The fi nal result of the subtraction is, naturally: 

1 1 2 2=2 1n n n                       (7)

Resulting in a series of odd numbers. This defi nes the 
outcome series of 2-PPS. The odd series is an OP, while the 
even series is a CP. The pattern defi ned by 2-PPS is seen in 
the Prime Number series up to 32, and it is underlying in 
future PPS. Although it is also evident, this pattern is shown 
in Figure 1. The pattern created by the 2-PPS is defi ned by the 
distribution of the natural numbers that have a spacing of +2 
between them5,6.

_____________________________________________________________

1Genesis 1:1, King James Version

2Isidoro de Sevilla, as expressed in de Mathematica, already believed, back in the 
VI century, that One was the seed of all the rest of numbers, but not a number.

3In this case, any, since it is the irst OP. Each OP represents a new constrain to the 
position of Prime Numbers, as they cannot be in CP

4with the exception of 2-PPS, that is not symmetrical

5The odd series goes to One, while the even series goes to Zero. CP are series that 
start or go to Zero, while OP are series that either go to One, or to another 
Prime Number, what would make the Prime Number proxies of One

6The generation of the even series can be explained as the simple removal of two, 
as it creates a perturbation bringing the space of number out of equilibrium, 
the removal of four follows and so on, trying to balance the full set of natural 
numbers. The PPS can be explained as a region where their components 
(Prime Numbers and Perfect Composites) ind the most stable positions. 
Once this equilibrium is lost, by the effect on the next Prime Number, a new 
PPS is generated where equilibrium is found, although again, ephemerally.
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Three

  Let's continue our numeric excursion. The following Prime 
Number is three. It is the fi rst number, after One, in the 2-PPS 
OP. Its appearance modifi es the previous PPS, generating a new 
one. The length of the 3-PPS increases to six, the primorial 
of three, and where the series of three fi nds the series of two 
(and the one of One). The members of the pre-3-PPS are 
(1,3,5). If the spacing notation is used, the transformation to 
be performed implies the combination together of three of the 
previous 2-PPS7: 

12{ 2 2 2}                   (8)

The removal of three results in a spacing defi ned as: 

13{ 4 2}                   (9)

The same process is performed with series. First, the 2-PPS 
series is segmented to the size of the new PPS:8 

6 1
2 1 = 6 3

6 5

n
n n

n

  
   
  

              (10)

The series that has to be removed is the one with phase 
three. The fi nal result will be the remaining two series: 

 
       

6 1
(2 1) (6 3) =

6 5
n

n n
n

            (11)

The 3-PPS is defi ned by One and 5. The length of the 3-PPS 
is six, the primorial of three. And it is completely symmetric: 
The distance from zero to One is the same as from six to fi ve. 
The pattern generated by the 3-PPS, defi ned by Equation 9, 
can be seen completely up to 52 (1, 5,7,11,13,17,19,23). It also 
underlies the rest of the Prime Number series as it is shown in 
Figure 2.

The close path: The series to remove from a pre-PPS, 
generated by the addition of a number of previous PPS equal to 
the Prime Number being evaluated, are those with a phase equal 
to the Prime Number multiplied by the pre-PPS members. In 
the case of 3-PPS, the components of the pre-PPS are 1,3 and 5. 
The result from multiplying them by the Prime Number, three, 
gives the values of 3, 9, and 15. As only 3 are inside the limits 
of the 3-PPS, then this will be the only member that will be 
removed from the list of OP. 

The open path: The remaining series are OP, to One, either 
directly -it will be seen later that the +One path9 is always 
open- or by any of their proxies, an active Prime Number 

member of the PPS or a Perfect Composite inside the limits 
of the PPS. A Perfect Composite is a Composite lower than the 
primorial and not divisible by the Prime Numbers lower than 
the one defi ning the PPS. A Perfect Composite acts as an OP. 
The Non-Prime Numbers generating OP should be of a higher 
order than the PPS, that is, not divisible by the Prime Number 
defi ning the PPS or other smaller Prime Numbers.

Spacing be tween prime number: If the OP defi nes a 
series where Prime Number can be present, the CP excludes 
the presence of Prime Number. This property can be used to 
determine regions of the space where there will not be Prime 
Numbers. In a PPS, the spaces are CP. And the spacing between 
One, which is always an OP, and the next OP, which is usually 
the fi rst Prime Number after the one defi ning the PPS, is 
replicated with a distance equal to the PPS length. For instance, 
in the 7-PPS, there is a spacing between One and 11. The 
primordial of seven, the length of the 7-PPS, is 210. So there 
will be a space without Prime Numbers in the region defi ned 
by 210 . n+(2 ...10). So the regions between 212 and 220, 420 

_______________________________________________

7It represents the jump from One to the following element of the PPS, but it 
would be more appropriately de ined if it starts in zero. For a better 
visualization it is left like this

8At this step, if the CP is followed, we will be lost in the in inite space of numbers. 
Exactly as it would happens if Prime Numbers are searched in even 
numbers, following the CP, instead the OP (2 n+1)

9It can called the Primordial Path

Figure 1: Modulus 4 of the Prime Number series. The odd pattern is self-evident, 
with the spacing of two, as defi ned by 12 {+2}. The series starting in 2, the even 
numbers, will not contain any prime number.

Figure 2: Modulus 24 of the Prime Numbers. The 3-PPS is shown with 4 of their 
replicas. The pattern 13 {+4 +2} is observed.
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and 430, 630 and 640, etc will not contain Prime Numbers. The 
higher the order of the PPS, the higher the fi rst spacing. Also, it 
will be present deep in the space as the replicas are determined 
by the primorial. The 1009-PPS will defi ne a spacing of 1012, 
and the fi rst occurrence of this spacing will take place in his 
primorial+One. So after 19766653710804075182143870771990
2384755390881421046725378975487769293843132272894978
0861921362858766249059562514747494332153223549274220
412884691353777032286457299597493565410059428905688
574617767410672711101149216729360075772258287371008333
3409221248630824126186603003458015947013676475012954
103807759699698139884769988141115940629691053820740
6411611402636355207901294472888728670728818431385663
40347306438762146043190 + One, there will be a spacing of 
more than 1000 numbers, a region without Prime Numbers. 
At each replica of the 1009-PPS, the space without Prime 
Numbers will appear again. Never look for Prime Numbers in 
the even series and never look for Prime Numbers in the fi rst 
1012 numbers after the multiples of the 1009 primorial + One. 
The PPS defi nes also the positions where there cannot be Prime 
Numbers. The replicas of the PPS will not have Prime Numbers 
in the spacing of the PPS and will have the possibility to have 
Prime Numbers only in the positions of the PPS members. The 
phases of the OP are the Prime Number and Perfect Composite 
Numbers in the PPS. As the PPS is symmetric, the same applies 
to the symmetrical part. The regions between 210 . n- (2 ...10) 
will also not contain prime numbers. 

Open path  primality hypothesis: A Prime Number will 
always be allocated in an OP. The condition is necessary but 
not suffi cient. 

Final cons iderations of three: Three considerations about 
the 3-PPS. The fi rst one is completely symmetric, a symmetry 
that will be inherited by consecutive PPS and that will be 
maintained through PPS with more complex and complicated 
patterns. The symmetry can be observed when the series 6 . n+1 
is brought backward to the negative space of numbers:

... 13, 7,1, -5, -11 ...

Secondly, it shows another general rule: each pattern 
generated by a PPS is symmetric (as it has been said before) 
and it is enchained with consecutive replicas of the PPS by a 
spacing of two. The third characteristic to note is that the spacing 
from the fi rst element of the PPS (and its replicas) is equal to 
the distance from One to the consecutive Prime Number that 
generates the PPS. In the case of three, the distance is four, as 
can be observed in Figure 2. 

Five

To c reate the 5-PPS, the spacing notation will be used fi rst. 
Five10 of the 3-PPS are linked together: 

31 { 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2}                       (12)

Resulting in a pre-PPS with a length of 30, the primorial of 
fi ve. Removing the number fi ve (5 × 1) and number 25 (5 × 5)11 
results in the pattern defi ned by Equation 13: 

51 { 6 4 2 4 2 4 6 2}                      (13)

The pattern of 5-PPS can be seen clearly up to 72 (1 7 11 13 
17 19 23 29 31 37 41 43 47). The pattern created by the 5-PPS 
can be seen in Figure 3. 

To create the 5-PPS, only one of the two OP from the 3-PPS 
will be used, as the other part of the 5-PPS can be obtained by 
primorial symmetry. The primorial OP of the 3-PPS (Equation 
14) is unfolded up to 30, obtaining the list of possible candidates 
for the 5-PPS. The sequence obtained is 1, 7, 13, 19, and 25 
being the primorial symmetric sequence: 5, 11, 17, 23, and 29, 
which can be obtained also from Equation 15. 

6 1n                  (14)

6 5n                 (15)

Multiplying by fi ve the unfolded elements of the OP, the 
fi rst elements to remove from the pre-5-PPS are obtained. The 
only value below 30 is 5, so it will be removed. By primorial 
symmetry, 25 (30 - 5 = 25) is removed too. The removal of 
25 will create a CP, defi ned by Equation 16. The CP will have a 
phase equal to the number removed, 25, and a multiplicative 
factor equal to the primorial of the Prime Number defi ning the 
PPS, 30. 

30 25n                (16)

Removing Equation 16 from Equation 14 results in the OP 
defi ned by 5-PPS (Equation 17). The fi rst elements obtained 

______________________________________________________________

10Note that the last spacing (+2) is the linking one, it is outside the symmetric 
part. Also note that the proper notation would imply +1 at beginning and 
+1 at the end. But the notation used allows an easy visual detection of the 
pattern.

11Remember that the numbers to remove from the pre-PPS are the ones that 
result from multiply members of the previous PPS by the Prime Number 
being evaluated.

Figure 3: Modulus 60 of the Prime Numbers. The 5-PPS is shown unfolded with one 
of their replicas. The pattern 15 {+6 +4 +2 +4 +2 +4 +6 +2} is observed.
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from the development of the OP are the members of the 5-PPS 
as well as the phases of the OP. 

30 1 =1,31,61,...
30 7=7,37,67,...

(6 1) (30 25)=
30 13=13,43,73,...
30 19=19,49,79,...

n
n

n n
n
n

  
       

 
  

            (17)

The only OP not included is the one with phase 25. The 
removal of 25 is due to the effect of an element of the symmetric 
series (Equation 15). The criteria to defi ne which series should 
be removed is fulfi lled only by the series defi ned by Equation 
16. It is a CP, and Prime Numbers will not be allocated in this 
path. 

Symmetry hypothe sis: The properties of a number are 
shared by its primorial symmetric equivalent. If a number is 
a member of an x-PPS, its primorial symmetric equivalent is 
also a member. If it is not, the primorial symmetric equivalent 
is also not a member of the x-PPS. 

Seven

The OP of  the 5-PPS (Equation 17) is unfolded up to 210 to 
obtain the list of possible candidates for the 7-PPS. Multiplying 
by seven the unfolded elements of the OP, the fi rst elements to 
remove, those lower than 210, from the 7-PPS are obtained. For 
example, the 5-PPS primorial OP (Equation 18) is developed up 
to the primorial of seven: 31, 61, 91, 121, 151 and 181. The only 
element to remove is 91 (7 × 13). 91 is not an element of the 
7-PPS and is the phase of one of the 7-PPS CP. 

30 1n                    (18)

210 91n                (19)

The calculated CP (Equation 19) is subtracted from the 
primorial 5-PPS OP (Equation 18), obtaining the new 7-PPS OP 
(Equation 20): 

210 1
210 31
210 61

30 1 210 91 = 210 121
210 151
210 181

n
n
n

n n n
n
n

  
  
  


      
  
  



             (20)

The same process is done on the remaining 5-PPS OP, 
obtaining the complete 7-PPS. The process can also be partially 
done to half of the OP as explained before, obtaining the 
remaining elements by primorial symmetry. Equation 21 shows 
the symmetric results of Equation 20. For instance, the CP with 
phase 91 has its symmetric CP with phase 119 (210 - 91 = 119). 
The same applies to the OP. 

210 209
210 179
210 149

30 29 210 119= 210 89
210 59
210 29

n
n
n

n n n
n
n

  
  
  


      
  
  



              (21)

In the same way, it can be obtained the 7-PPS elements 
from the remaining 5-PPS. Once all the 7-PPS elements have 
been obtained, it is possible to pass them to the next PPS. The 
unfolding of the 7-PPS is shown in Figures 4-6. It can be seen 
in the replicas of the 5-PPS, plus the variation added by seven 
(the CP, which effect increases the spacing between some OP). 
The spacing between the vertical lines of the fi gure matches 
exactly the pattern defi ned by the 7-PPS. Another interesting 
detail is the presence of 121, 169, and 209 in the 7-PPS. As it has 
already been explained, the composites of a higher order than 
the PPS being evaluated are members of the PPS as well as the 
phases of OP. Also, it is possible to see that the Prime Numbers 
lower than the PPS being evaluated are CP. Figure 4 shows the 
expanded tree of OP up to PPS-7. The summary of the fi rst 
PPS, up to 41-PPS, including the primorial, the number of total 
paths, OP, and CP is presented in Table 1. 

n+One

2n+2 CP

2n+1

6n+1

30n+1

210n+1

210n+31

210n+61

210n+91 CP

210n+121

210n+151

210n+181

30n+7

30n+13

30n+19

30n+25 CP

6n+3 CP

6n+5

30n+5 CP

30n+11

30n+17

30n+23

30n+29

210n+29

210n+59

210n+89

210n+119 CP

210n+149

210n+179

210n+209

Figure 4: Tree describing the paths (open and close) from One-PPS to 7-PPS. CP 
stands for Close Path, and OP stands for Open Path. The 5-PPS spans only one 
branch for simplicity.

Figure 5: The 7-PPS unfolded. It can be seen that 121 and 209 create an OP even if 
they are Composite Numbers.
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Perfect composite hy pothesis: A Composite Number of a 
higher order than the PPS, if it is lower than the length of the 
PPS, will be a member of the PPS and will be the fi rst element 
or phase of an OP. As already explained it will be called a Perfect 
Composite. 

Perfect prime gap: T he Prime Numbers lower than the 
Prime Number defi ning a PPS are CP, defi ning a Prime Gap 
with a minimum length equal to the distance from one to the 
next Prime Number. It will be defi ned as PPG. The fi rst PPG 
is observed in the fi rst replica of the PPS while the mirrored 
PPG is fi rst observed in the PPS defi nition itself. The 7-PPG is 
observed in Figure 6. 

Perfect space hypoth esis: There are as many PS as there are 
combinations of Prime Numbers. They will provide different 
OP but the overall result will be the same.

Practice

Getting pr ime number s

A very rudimentary algorithm has been implemented 
based on the Open Path Theory described in the previous 

Section. The algorithm navigates from one OP of one PPS to 
another OP of the consecutive PPS performing the appropriated 
transformation. It only chooses one OP, for instance, always 
right in the next transformation. The algorithm, which Matlab 
code is presented below, starts with the 30 . n+1 OP (obtained 
from the development of the 6 . n+1 OP) and iterates performing 
the transformation that has been exemplifi ed through the 
previous Section, but choosing only one OP at each iteration.

Several iterations are done and a sample of numbers is 
obtained, harvesting the OP that calculates the algorithm.

[language = Matlab]images/search_primes.m

Finding two divisors  of a PS member

An OP determines a series where Prime Number coexists 
with composite numbers. The following method can be 
used to determine if a number is composite, and if it is so, 
it provides two numbers for which multiplication gives the 
number evaluated. The method can be used with any PPS. It 
will be provided several examples for the PS created with Prime 
Numbers 2 and 5 and also for 17-PPS. A number in an OP is 
composite if there exist two numbers of the OP of its PPS that 
multiplied by themselves give the number. In the case of the 
PS of 2 and 5, the length of the PS is 10. There exist four OP, 
defi ned by the series 10 . n+1, 10 . n+3, 10 . n+7, and 10 . n+9. 
The OP of this PS explains why there are only Prime Numbers 
ending in 1,3,7 and 9. Figure 7 shows the tree describing the 
PS(2,5).

A composite number in an OP will always result from the 
multiplication of elements of determined and known-in-
advance OP. For the PS(2,5), the OP 10 . n+1 member will result 
from the multiplication of two elements of OP 10 . n+1, two 
elements of OP 10 . n+9 or one element from the OP 10 . n+7 
and another one from the OP 10 . n+3. So an element in OP 
10 . n+1 will be either a Prime Number or a composite of two 
numbers with the previous combinations. Equation 22 presents 
all the different possibilities for PS(2,5). The study of such 

Figure 6: The 7-PPS unfolded twice. It can be seen two replicas of the 7-PPS, joined 
by two consecutive OP. The PPG is observed at the beginning and the end of the 
replicas.

Table 1: Primorial, Initial Path, Closed Path, and Open Path for each Prime Number up to 41.

 Prime Number Primorial Initial Paths Closed Paths  Open Paths  Series Related

 One  1  1   1 n+One

2  2  2  1 1 2n+f 

3  6  3  1 2 6n+f

5  30  10  2 8 30n+f

7  210  56  8 48 210n+f 

11  2310  528 48 480  2310n+f

13  30030  6240  480 5760 30030n+f

17  510510  97920  5760  92160 510510n+f

19  9699690 1751040  92160  1658880 9699690n+f

23  223092870  38154240  1658880 36495360 223092870n+f

29  6469693230  1058365440  36495360  1021870080 6469693230n+f

31  200560490130  31677972480  1021870080  30656102400  200560490130n+f

37  7420738134810  1134275788800  30656102400 1103619686400  7420738134810n+f

41  304250263527210  45248407142400  1103619686400  44144787456000  304250263527210n+f
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equations can provide further information about the density of 
Prime Numbers.

          

           

          

           

         

10 1 (10 1) (10 1)||(10 3)

(10 7)||(10 7) (10 3)||(10 9) (10 9)

10 3 (10 1) (10 3)||(10 3)

(10 1)||(10 7) (10 9)||(10 9) (10 7)

10 7 (10 1) (10 7)||(10

p n m n

m n m n m

p n m n

m n m n m

p n m n 

           

          

           

3)

(10 9)||(10 7) (10 1)||(10 9) (10 3)

10 9 (10 1) (10 9)||(10 3)

(10 3)||(10 7) (10 7)||(10 9) (10 1)

m n m n m

p n m n

m n m n m
       

       

               (22)

10 1 =(10 1) (10 1)=100 10 10 1p n m n m m                (23)

If the fi rst of the possible combinations are taken and 
developed (Equation 23), it is observed that the second part 
of the Equation is also part of the OP 10 . n+1, so they can be 
reorganized to fi t it (Equation 24):

10 1 =10 (10 ) 1p n m n m                      (24)

dividing by 10 the remainder is 1 while the quotient is: 

= 10p n m n m                 (25)

Dividing again by 10:

mod10=p n m            (26)

10( )=div p n m               (27)

This is always true if n + m is lower than 10. If it is bigger 
than 10, then it has to be adjusted by decreasing div10 (p) by one 
and increasing p mod 10 by 10 as many times as needed to fi nd 
a natural solution to the equation system. If in this process a 
natural solution is found, then 10 . p+1 is a composite number 
and n and m provide a couple of numbers that are divisors 
of the number evaluated. If there is no solution in any of the 
different OP combinations, then, the number is prime. Let's 
see it with a couple of examples (only checking the fi rst of the 
OP possibilities)

Example I: 341 in the PS ( 2,5): 341 is a composite number 
that comes from 11 × 31. It is also a component of the OP 10 

. n+1. The equation system is prepared following the process 
indicated in the previous Subsection and presented in Equation 
28:

10

34mod10= =4
(34)= =3

n m
div n m

 
             (28)

Without performing any iteration the equation system has 
a natural solution:

=1
=3

n
m





                (29)

341 is not a Prime Number and it results from the 
multiplication of (10 . 1+1) . (10 . 3+1) = 11   31.

Example II: 4331 in the PS (2 ,5): 4331 is a composite number 
that comes from 61   71 and it is also a component of the OP 10 
. n+1. Again the equation system is prepared and it is presented 
in Equation 30:

10

433mod10= =3
(433)= =43

n m
div n m

 
                 (30)

The equation system has not a natural solution, so it is 
needed to update Equation 30 as explained before, obtaining 
Equation 31:

10

433mod10= =13
(433)= =42

n m
div n m

 
                 (31)

Now the equation system has a natural solution:

=6
=7

n
m





               (32)

4331 is not a Prime Number and it results from the 
multiplication of (10 . 6+1)   (10 . 7+1) = 61   71.

Example III: 390553184396891 in the  PS (2,5): 
390553184396891 is a composite number that comes from the 
multiplication of two Prime Numbers: 15487061 and 25218031. 
It is also a component of the OP 10 . n+1.

10

39055318439689mod10= =9
(39055318439689)= =3905531843968

n m
div n m

 
 

 
                 (33)

The equation system (Equation 33) has not a natural 
solution, so it is needed to update it as explained before for 
407050 iterations. In this case, the fi rst 395000 iterations 
have a complex solution so it is possible to quickly jump to the 
real solutions. 12000 iterations are needed to fi nd the natural 
solution. The other three possible equation systems need to 
be evaluated as well. They will not provide a natural solution. 
In the 2-PPS there is only one equation system to solve and 
the solution requires 10176272 iterations, of which 295072 
correspond to real solutions.

The examples presented are very simple. It is expected that 
for PPS of higher order, the number of iterations will decrease 
and the number of different OP possibilities will increase (one 
per OP). The problem is segmentable, which would allow the 

n+One

2n+2 CP

2n+1

10n+1

10n+3

10n+5 CP

10n+7

10n+9

Figure 7: Tree describing the path (open and close) from PS(2,5).
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use of devices such as FPGAs to speed up the resolution of the 
problem.

Example IV: 390553184396891 in the 1 7-PPS: The 17-
PPS has 92160 OP and a length of 510510 elements. The total 
number of equation systems to evaluate will be the number 
of OP. It will be presented only the equation system set that 
provides the only natural solution. The equation that defi nes 
the multiplication is: 

510510 55571 =(510510 171761) (510510 203041)p n m        

                  (34)

being one of the 92160 possible equation combinations. The 
equation system is the one presented in Equation 35:

=203041 171761 68316=281552
= =1948

f n m
p n m
    

  
             (35)

The fi rst equation system does not have a natural solution, 
nor a real one. The natural solution is found at iteration 28, the 
fi rst of the real solutions.

Results and discussion

The OP Theory h as been presented as being possible to 
determine the series to which the Prime Numbers are restricted. 
The algorithm proposed in Section 3 navigates, without a clear 
space direction, through one of the many OP that a PPS defi nes. 
Navigating up to the 29-PPS, a sample of a few hundredths 
of numbers is obtained with ratios of coincidence of 0.278 
(27.8%). For the mirror image, the ratio obtained is 0.268. 
The values returned by the algorithm are in the 1.0e+11 region. 
The results with the load OP [1 7 13 19], and always turning 
right in a bifurcation are presented in Table 2. The samples are 
obtained at distances higher than 1011. The second algorithm, 
presented in Subsection 3.2, provides a method to evaluate if a 
number is composite or prime. 

The OP Theory also predicts regions in the space that will 
not have any Prime Number. The bigger of the regions is called 
Perfect Primorial Gap and in order to determine it only one is 
needed to know the Primorial. Other gap regions can be found 
by analyzing the PPS structure. In the case of using a PS instead 
of a PPS, the primorial gap will not exist and the gap regions 
should be obtained from the PS structure.

Conclusion

In this current article, a  groundbreaking theory is 
introduced, offering fresh insights into the intricate pattern and 
structure governing the distribution of prime numbers. This 
theory is fi rmly rooted in three key concepts: Perfect Space, 
Primorial Perfect Space, and Open Paths. By delving into these 
concepts, the article seeks to provide a more comprehensive 
understanding of how prime numbers are distributed within 
the realm of natural numbers. At the core of this theory is 
the notion of the "Perfect Space," which represents a novel 
perspective on the spatial arrangement of prime numbers. It 
explores the idea that prime numbers may exhibit a previously 
unrecognized order within the vast landscape of natural 
numbers. This concept serves as the foundation upon which the 
subsequent ideas are built. The concept of "Primorial Perfect 
Space" takes this exploration even further by introducing a 
more refi ned framework. It delves into the notion that certain 
prime numbers, possibly those with unique characteristics or 
properties, may occupy a distinct and highly structured space 
within the number line.

Furthermore, the article goes beyond theoretical 
considerations and presents two algorithms, albeit in their 
rudimentary form. These algorithms serve as empirical tools 
to test and validate the proposed theory. By applying these 
algorithms to real-world data or simulated scenarios, the 
article seeks to provide tangible evidence that supports the 
theory's validity. While these algorithms may be in their 
infancy, they represent a promising step towards verifying the 
theory's correctness or, at the very least, its alignment with the 
true nature of prime number distribution. 

In essence, this article represents a pioneering endeavor to 
uncover the hidden order within the prime number distribution. 
Introducing innovative concepts and empirical approaches 
sets the stage for further exploration and refi nement of our 
understanding of prime numbers and their spatial arrangement 
in the realm of natural numbers. While the theory may be a 
work in progress, it is an exciting and open path that holds 
the potential to revolutionize our comprehension of this 
fundamental aspect of number theory.
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Table 2: Result summary. For each of the PPS evaluated are presented the match 
ratio for the main sample and the symmetric one, together with the range of the 
results and the execution time of the algorithm. The algorithm has been executed in 
a DELL workstation.

 PPS  Ratio Symmetry Ratio Factor Range  Execution Time

 7  0.69  0.69  19 -1549  2.7 ms 

 11  0.55  0.52 229 - 25849  1.7 ms 

 13  0.47  0.37 1699 - 396709  2.0 ms 

 17  0.38  0.36  8629 - 8747359  7.0 ms 

 19  0.28  0.35 218839 -1.85e8  3.0 ms 

 23  0.28  0.31  1.0e9  3.0 ms

 29  0.28  0.27 1.0e11  2.3 ms


